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Mission Statement
To assess the commercial, economic, ethical, legal, political and technical
impacts on a world without space assets, considering two case studies over
time.

Introduction
In the modern world it is easy to forget how humans rely on having unrestricted access to space. Since the
iconic ‘beep... beep… beep’ began cascading down to Earth from Sputnik 1, space has been both a play-

ground and a tool for the citizens of Planet Earth. So, what would happen if everything in space—suddenly,
and without warning—disappeared?
This report envisions a time without space capabilities; an exploration of possible commercial, economic,
ethical, legal, political, societal, and technological consequences of an outage of satellites and other space
assets. The information provided in this report will demonstrate our global reliance on space assets and
their importance to everyday life, framed to be easily understood by a reader without space expertise.
The case studies are presented with purposeful ambiguity to the cause of the outages, encouraging consideration of the theorized effects.
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What are the concerns for a
world Without Space?

What are the concerns for a
world Without Space?

Exploratory Sciences

Position, Navigation, & Timing

Space assets focused on looking out, away from
Earth. Human spaceflight to orbit, landers and
rovers on celestial bodies, and scientific study.

Systems that provide tracking, guidance, and chronological information. GPS and GLONASS using Medium
Earth Orbit.

Commercial—What will New Space companies do
to pivot business?

Commercial—How would we operate without marine
navigation?

Economic— What is the financial loss of losing
spinoff technologies from space companies?

Economic—How much will delays cost the global
economy?

Ethical—Are our astronauts alive and can we save
them?

Ethical—Should nations share their terrestrial systems?

Legal—Who is accountable for the loss of space
research?

Legal—Would the US continue to pursue a policy
leadership ambition?

Political—Will it strengthen international collaboration?

Political—Will it strengthen international collaboration?

Societal—What will replace space exploration as
the new Cultural Monument?

Societal—What level of worry would an outage of
these systems create?

Technological—Where do the technological advancements come from if not space?

Technological—How can a replacement system be
created?

Remote Sensing

Telecommunication

Observing the Earth’s surface using satellites and
data to inform decision making.

Network of terrestrial and satellite assets connecting
people and things.

Commercial—Can the agricultural industry as efficiently without satellite monitoring?

Commercial—Will the entertainment industry survive
without satellite TV?

Economic—What is the economic loss of not being able to predict the weather?

Economic—How reliant is the US economy on satellite
communications?

Ethical—Will terrestrial alternatives operate under the principles of shared access?

Ethical—How will we communicate during disasters?

Legal—Does COPUOS’s Principles of Remote Sensing become redundant?
Political—Will the loss of intelligence gathering
lead to an international power shift?
Societal—What is the human cost of not knowing
if cyclones or typhoons are coming?
Technological—If we can’t track climate change,
will green tech development cease?

Legal—Who is legally allowed to redistribute the reduced amount of bandwidth?
Political—Will governments restrict Internet access
for their own use?
Societal—How far does society regress if unable to
watch sports live by satellite?
Technological—Can our power networks function
without satellite communications?

Conclusion
We have conducted an assessment of a world ‘without space’, investigating the impact within four areas of space technology: space exploration capabilities; position, navigation, and timing; remote sensing;
and telecommunication. In each area, we examined the effect on the commercial, economic, ethical,
legal, political, societal, and technological sectors globally.
To understand the impact over time in these areas and sectors, we examined China and the USA in two
case studies. Our analysis mapped the potential effects on our world without space based on speculative considerations. Key impact factors were discovered within each space asset group and some are
summarized below:
 All communication with ISS would be terminated requiring an emergency return of astronauts
to Earth;


No satellite-based weather observations and forecasting, resulting in limited disaster manage
ment of forest fires, flooding, etc;



Potentially restricted access to the Internet, including limited access (if any) to social media
such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc;



Loss of communication potentially results in cancellation of flights, ships, and trains globally;



No space-based remote sensing of agriculture, potentially impacting world food chains.

Future Work
In our study, we found that literature on this
topic was sparse or non-existing. As such, we
strongly recommend that more detailed studies
are carried out in these areas of interest in the
near future. To understand a society without
access to space on a global scale however, further studies considering the combined impact on
these technology areas are recommended.

Finally, the film industry should be used to communicate the effects of a world without space.
Film is a powerful medium for science communication; a study into the impact of The Day After
Tomorrow on society’s understanding of global
warming showed that viewers tended to have a
higher perception of global warming risks than
non-watchers (Leiserowitz, 2004). Given the recent surge in space-related movies (Interstellar,

We recommend that the scenario depicting a
world without space is discussed on a global
scale (United Nations or other forums) as well as
at a national level. This should include a deeper
analysis of the impact on the commercial, economic, ethical, legal, political, societal, and technological sectors.

Arrival, The Martian, Gravity, First Man, Hidden
Figures, and more), the film industry is in a prime
position to create awareness of what a world
without space could look like.

“As we move forward, I wouldn’t be surprised if we don’t adopt things in their movie for our real
habitats that end up on Mars. Helping with the movie may have us rethinking our own designs.”
– James Green, NASA Director of Planetary Sciences (Rowe, 2016)
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